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Filming  W!NK products in a custom water table @Home 

The COVID-19 pandemic effectively shut down 
video production, but that hasn’t stopped us from 
realizing innovative solutions for clients.  
 

Fortunately, modern production tools are smaller 
and more advanced requiring fewer people and 
offering more value and higher quality than ever 
before. By utilizing the resources at hand, we 
have continued with the ability to create video 
and photography content for clients even if we 
can’t be in the same room.  
 

We maintain an in house compliment of cameras, 
lighting, grip, audio and NLE post production  
tools combined with access to the unique settings 
and locations in and around our home. We have 
found ourselves in a position to react and 
accommodate client needs during this challenging 
time. 
 

In addition, we have long standing relationships 
with a wide variety of Dallas based talent 
agencies, voice over artists, experienced 
production staff and equipment rentals that we 
can engage to bring a unique specialty to your 
project. 
 

ALL of the production images presented in this 
document were acquired @Home. 
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Christopher Bigbie 
Creative Director | Director | Producer 
@Home Reel  | Show Reel | Branded Tabletop 

Beauty & People Reel 
 

From childhood, Christopher knew that he wanted to play a role in 
how film and television are made. As the desire evolved during the 
young years from Stuntman to Storyboard Artist....whatever it was to 
be...Christopher learned early on that Cinema was a powerful way to 
tell stories.  
 
Bringing his love of narrative and visual storylines to commercials 
branded and digital content, Christopher's knack for working with 
people to build moods combined with moving visuals have all 
contributed to his success in producing some of the industry’s top 
spots and short films.  
 
With established access to a variety of locations and deep 
connections with local talent & production resources coupled with 
formerly serving as an agency Creative Director and running his own 
production company, demonstrates his vast experience from 
conception through completion for motion imagery and 
photography needs. 
 

 
Hotel Derek™ Luxury Boutique Hotel.  

@ HOME PRODUCTION CLIENTS 
   

https://christopherbigbie.com/at-home-compilation-reel.html
https://christopherbigbie.com/#!projects/creative-director-producer-christopher-bigbie-demo-video-reel.html
https://christopherbigbie.com/#!projects/creative-director-producer-christopher-bigbie-branded-food-beverage-tabletop-commercial-demo-video-reel.html
https://christopherbigbie.com/#!projects/beauty-fashion-demo-reel.html
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@HOME PRODUCTION | TABLETOP PRODUCT IMAGERY 

 
 
 

 

 

 
Table top and product imagery is something we love doing. For 
print, digital signage, website images or broadcast we have a long 
history of creating content. With three available food prep 
areas…we can accommodate almost any request for product 
cinematography or photography. 
 

 
Food & Beverage product imagery shot @Home. 
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W!NK product imagery shot @Home. 
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Healthy Wellness product imagery shot @Home. 
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@HOME PRODUCTION | AVAILABLE TALENT 

 

 
AMY 

 

Amy is a former 3 year Miss Texas pageant contestant, 
trained dancer and live event model and spokesperson. She 
has recently been featured as an actress in commercials and 
episodic television roles.  

 

 
PRADA 

 

Part mascot, part on set therapist; Prada has been in the pictures 
since a kitten. She was the original Star Wars cat on YouTube 
garnering over 4 million views inspiring scores of imitators and 
has appeared in a variety of social media content pieces. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae9WvGelTsU
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@HOME PRODUCTION | LOCATIONS 
We have a variety of looks at our home and locations available within a quarter mile or less. 

If you have a request for something specific, please feel free to inquire and check availability!  

Modern Home 
A luxurious 6,500 sqft modern home in a 
secure neighborhood located in between 
Dallas and Fort Worth just 10 minutes 
from DFW airport. Featuring 4 bedrooms, 
marble floor common area, 4K enabled 
home theater, heated hot tub, diving pool 
with waterfall, full kitchen, manicured 
small backyard.  
 
Located in a desirable community with 
private security, tennis, parks & lake, this 
incredible home is unique in design and 
has outstanding architectural features. The 
open floor plan features large rooms, 
soaring ceilings, an abundance of windows 
for scenic views, multiple living areas, 3 
fireplaces and programmable multi color 
LED lighting.  

 

https://christopherbigbie.com/at-home-compilation-reel.html#footer
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@HOME PRODUCTION | ACCESSIBLE NEIGHBORHOOD LOCATIONS 
Many locations are available within a quarter mile of the home. Diverse locations include tennis courts, a 

baseball/softball field, a private lake with side walking path, dog park, playground, wooded walking trails and more. 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

214-930-7447 
christopher@bigbcreative.com 

www.christopherbigbie.com 
 

DEMO REELS 
@Home Reel  | Show Reel | Branded Tabletop | Beauty & People Reel 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
           
 
 

 

mailto:christopher@bigbcreative.com
www.christopherbigbie.com
https://christopherbigbie.com/at-home-compilation-reel.html
https://christopherbigbie.com/#!projects/creative-director-producer-christopher-bigbie-demo-video-reel.html
https://christopherbigbie.com/#!projects/creative-director-producer-christopher-bigbie-branded-food-beverage-tabletop-commercial-demo-video-reel.html
https://christopherbigbie.com/#!projects/beauty-fashion-demo-reel.html

